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Formalizing safety via reachability

we now have a handle on how to solve general robust

optimal controlproblems w potentiallymulti agents But what if we
wanted to ensure that our system abidesby some state constraints
For example what if we want to synthesize an optimal control

that guarantees that our robot never hits an obstacle What

are the initial conditions fromwhichrobot is doomed to collide

These questions fall under reachability analysis which is a fundamental

problem of identifying if a certain state of a systemis reachablefrom
an initial state of the system
fundamental to programanalysis to dynamical systems to biology
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whilethere are manyways to computesafe unsafe sets we willstudy

Hamilton Jacobi Reachability analysis of safesets controllers Why HT

9 automatically handles control bounds state constraints

2 11 synthesizes safe set And safety controller

3 general nonlinearsystems x ̅ f x n

4 multi agent interactions non deterministic uncertainty



Itself and theproblem
computationallynumny ff.gl fIfyimitating

Characterize CODE
COMPUTE

Reachability is very expressive framework for defining itehsil
let's focus on BACKWARDS REACHABLE TUBES BRT of dynSys

BRT is the set of all statesof a system that will eventually
reach some target set despite the robot's best controleffort

let F be the failure set then the BRI represents the potential
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let IR be the set of states we areinterested in performing
analysis on Let BRICE Rh be the BRT at time t typiallyunsafeset
ROBUST BACKWARDS REACHABLETUBE BRT of a set α 12 and a

dynamical system fix aid is



Intuitively BRT t computes the set of all startingstates from which

no matter what the controller does there exists a disturbance that

drives the system into L e.g our failureset

To compute unsafe set you need to compute BRT of F
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HT Reachability

know connection mathematically btwn BRT the failure target set

lets talk about computing HJformulates this computation as an optimal

control problem let us use all the O.C tools and in fact SOTA

algorithms to compute BRT automatically

HT Reachability uses Keeney to convert BRT characterization

to an o.ci problem GY.is 1 f II I EEhitdJanitor



PROCEDURE
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key diff btwn what we had before is minovered
Good NEWS we can still use the principleofoptimality D P to computer
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Gettingoptimalcontrol

Recall that system should stayaway from F encoded as co in l
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least restriction Safety Filter
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